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Monographs, Edited Volumes, Grey Literature and Prime Articles published since 2001, selected by Eric Price (Professional Information Specialist)

NB: some of the items listed below are clickable and allow access to the full text; those with an asterix [*] only have a clickable table of contents


[* http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip042/2003007463.html]


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0834/2008271058-t.html]


[* http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy052/2004304610.html].


[http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0707/2005389855.html].


[http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip049/2003021057.html].


**Grey Literature**


[http://www.cpl.law.cam.ac.uk/The%20Widening%20Gyre.pdf].


**Prime Journal Articles**


